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Education, not Standardization
(What if high-stakes testing were to be abolished?)
By Joseph S. Pzzo

Imagine a restructuring
Pedagogy pulsating with praise
Pedantic practice being pushed aside
Replacing resolve with relief
Data driving authenticity
Classroom climate cleansed from storms of controversy
Inspiration igniting imagination
Comprehensiveness cradling creativity
Exploration inspiring inquiry
Discovery welcoming curiosity
Determination driving design
Nova explosions of ideas and perceptions
Perspectives challenged by process
Learning fashioned in a forge of ideas and heated exchanges
Debate
Demonstration
Delineation
Challenge
Clarity
Crystallization
Motivation, not manufacture
Thought-provocation, not threat production
Finesse, not fealty
Instruction, not intimidation
Authentication, not augmentation
Learning without largesse
Education, not standardization
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